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Question: The Problem of What?
 Answer: Brittleness

 A measure of the tiny 
changes in data which 
lead to a change in the 
forensic interpretation of 
a model. 

 Question: How?
 Answer: By not forcing 

the data to fit into a 
statistical model



  

Motivation

 Motivation: the quality and credibility of forensic 
science practice

 Current Models Show Their Brittle Side
 What Can Be Done To Reduce Brittleness?
 Experiments
 Conclusion
 Future Work



  

What Inspired This Work

 The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) is 
concerned with the quality and credibility of 
forensic science practice (NAS 2009)

 Current models used in the Forensic Interpretation 
of evidence are 'brittle'
 A measure of the tiny changes in data which lead to a 

change in the forensic interpretation of a model. 
 In other words, minor errors made in the collection of 

evidence can lead to an unreliable interpretation.



  

More Motivation

 Forensic models  
rely on inappropriate 
statistical assumptions 

 Data can be to complex 
for standard statistical 
models, like the glass
data from the Royal
Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP)

 Contains at least 4 
peaks at 2005, 1998, 
1993, 1989



  

Goals
To develop a new generation of forensic models 
which...

 Avoid inappropriate statistical 
assumptions

 Are not 'brittle', so that they do 
not change their interpretation 
without sufficient evidence

 Provide not only an 
interpretation of the evidence 
but also a measure of how 
reliable the interpretation is.



  

Current Models Show Their 
Brittle Side

 Motivation: the quality and credibility of forensic 
science practice

 Current Models Show Their Brittle Side
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 Conclusion
 Future Work



  

Models

We say a model exhibits brittleness when a small 
change to it’s data leads to sudden and massive 
changes to the interpretation. The following forensic 
models for glass evidence are examples of this...

 The 1978 Seheult model
 The 1980 Grove model 
 The 1995 Evett model
 The 1996 Walsh model



  

The 1978 Seheult Model

 Seheult [Seh78], examines and simplifies Lindley’s 
[Lin77] 6th equation for real-world application of 
Refractive Index (RI) Analysis



  

The 1980 Grove Model

 Grove proposed a non-Bayesian approach based on 
likelihood ratios to solve the forensic problem.



  

The 1995 Evett Model
 Evett et al use data from forensic surveys to create a 

Bayesian approach in determining the statistical 
significance of finding glass fragments and groups 
of glass fragments on individuals associated with a 
crime.



  

The 1996 Walsh Model
 Walsh argues that instead of incorporating grouping 

and matching, only grouping should be included. 
Walsh says this is because match/non-match is 
really just an arbitrary line. He examines the use of a 
technique in interpreting glass evidence of a specific 
case. This technique is as follows:



  

Finding Brittleness With 
Contrast Set Learning(CSL)

 Contrast Set Learning refers to a set of learning 
algorithms which compare sets of data. The 
algorithms will then determine which attributes and 
which ranges of attributes of a set are important for 
differentiating it from the other set(s).
 In this case brittleness is indicated when these ranges of 

attributes lie next to each other as in the following slides



  

Seheult Model Brittleness with 
Contrast Set Learning



  

Seheult Model Brittleness with 
Contrast Set Learning

         For Seheult any change in the x attribute from the ranges 
        0.94 - 0.95 to 0.95 - 0.96 or the mu attribute from 
        0.10 - 0.18 to 0.18 - 0.26 can lead to a significant difference 
        to the forensic interpretation.

        Other variables in this and other models also show the same 
       brittleness.



  

Grove Model Brittleness with 
Contrast Set Learning

 The brittleness of the Grove model can be seen 
clearly with the y attribute with the rank values 
jumping up and down with successive ranks of 0.25, 
1.0, 0.33, 0.86 and 0.18



  

Evett Model Brittleness with 
Contrast Set Learning



  

Walsh Model Brittleness with 
Contrast Set Learning

 Although there are regions of brittleness they are not 
as abundant as the three other statistical models



  

What Can Be Done To Reduce 
Brittleness?
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 Conclusion
 Future Work



  

Hint!
Move away from Bayesian 
interpretation models and 
Likelihood Ratio (LR) 
performance measures



  

Statisticians, Please Don't Take 
This the Wrong Way but...

 In recent years there has been a move 
beyond models using one indicator in  
models

 There is a push toward creating LR models 
for multivariate data. (Zadora 2010 2009, 
Koons 2002, Aitken 2006...)

 However most are still parametric
 Those that are not still use LR measures for 

classification, they however show some 
promise (Zadora 2010)  but...

 Not fully accepted by forensic community    
 (Curran 2003)



  

Here's What We Have In Mind



  

Copy from Someone

 Karslake et al
 Collected data (infrared spectra of clear coat layer of a 

range of cars)
 Analyzed by

 Agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC)
 Principal component analysis (PCA)
 Discriminant analysis



  

Model, Validation and Result
 Model

 AHC used for clustering and Results from PCA
 Validation

 Removing random samples {1, 5, 10, 20}  from the 
model and using these to validate model produced

 Repeat from 10 validations
 Result

 All validation samples correctly assign
 Model is strong



  

Our Turn

 Analyze by...
 K-means clustering
 FastMap
 K-nearest neigbour



  

Experiments
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Experiments
 Using the following dataset (Karslake et al), 

Name Attributes Instances Classes
Paint 1151 185 37

Experiment 1: Determine the level of brittleness  for 
differing number of clusters (groups).

First, FastMap is applied to the dataset to result in 4 features 
(Experiment 2 shows why 4 is chosen). Grouping is then applied with 
k-means clustering where k = 3, 10, 15 and 20. The final grouping 
maintains all 37 classes (specimens). 

Experiment 2: Determine which classifier(s) will make the 
strongest model

5 x 5 way cross validation is used with the performance statistics 
described is a later slide.



  

Experiment 1:
Brittleness vs Cluster#

 Brittleness is measured 
using Naïve Bayes.

 Using the likelihood (LHD) 
of each class occurring, if 
the highest LHD is less 
than the sum of the others, 
the result is brittle.

As the number of clusters
increases, brittleness also increases

Therefore for this study 3 clusters 
were generated using K-means since

brittleness is at 0%

Brittleness Measure

HighestLHD > sum(otherLHDs)



  

Performance Measure Used for 
Experiment 2



  

Performance Statistics
 Aitken 2006

 Measured the performance of LR models as
 True negative
 *False negative(FN) - ( implies that a person on whom the 

recovered fragments have been found will be associated, 
incorrectly, with the crime scene.)

 *False positive (FP)- (implies that a person on whom the 
recovered fragments have been found will be disassociated, 
incorrectly, with the crime scene.

 True positive
 Since burden of proof that the suspect is associated with 

the crime scene lies with the prosecution... 
 it is more important for a scientific method to have a low 

FP rate than a low FN rate.



  

Performance Statistics

 For this work, measures used by Aitken were 
combined to form pd (comments on how much of 
the target was found) and pf (false alarm rate) 
measures

 Let {A, B, C, D} = True negative, false negative, 
false positive and true positive respectively

 Therefore
− pd -> D/(B+D)
− pf –> C/(A+C)



  

Here we have an 
evaluation of 7 classifiers 

 6 versions of k-nearest 
neighbour where k is 1, 2, 
4, 8, 16 and 32. 

 Naïve Bayes

These figures also 
indicate the best number 
of features (f*) to use 
(Experiment 1 used 4) 
according to the 

 pd (100%) and 
 pf (0%) values



  

Results 
 k2, k4, k8 and k16 achieve 

the optimal pd of 100%
 With f* at 2 and 4

Results 
 k4, k8 and k16 achieve the 

optimal pf of 0%
 With f* at 2 and 4



  

Results 
 k2, k4, k8 and k16 achieve 

the optimal pd of 100%
 With f* at 2 and 4

Results 
 k4, k8 and k16 achieve the 

optimal pf of 0%
 With f* at 2 and 4

Conclusion: for this data set the 
best results (100% pd and 0% pf ) will 

be obtained with k4, k8 and k16 
classifiers along with 2 to 4 features



  

Conclusion
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Conclusions
 The approach presented in this study for the evaluation of the infrared spectra 

data for the clear coats of cars, produces excellent results with zero errors (0% 
pf) reported when

● Classifiers are k4, k8 and k16
● the dataset is reduced from 1151 to 2 or 4 dimensions using FastMap
● and the dataset is grouped into 3 clusters. 

 The success of the approach depends on the k-nearest neighbour algorithms 
rather than prescribed as in the Koons 2002 paper where the rate of false 
negatives (Type I errors) is pre-determined by examiner

 The simplicity of the algorithm makes it a good candidate for evaluating other 
forms of trace evidence.

 Finally, the simplicity also has a legal appeal: that is, a sample1 can be 
distinguished from sample2 according to the majority class present in the k-
nearest  samples of sample1



  

Future Work
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Future Work

● Applying Prototype Learning(PL)
● For this work PL would be overkill...
● But if the examiner wants the explore the dataset further 

by increasing the grouping number from 3 to 10 or 15 
which increases brittleness, PL may be beneficial 

● Intuitively, for the k-nearest neighbour algorithm, PL 
reduces brittleness by selecting or creating samples 
which increases the discriminating capabilities of the 
algorithm thereby reducing errors in the forensic 
interpretation.



  

Questions or Comments?
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